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Abstract. Apache Storm is a scalable fault-tolerant distributed real-
time stream-processing framework widely used in big data applications.
For distributed data-sensitive applications, low-latency, high-throughput
communication modules have a critical impact on overall system perfor-
mance. Apache Storm currently uses Netty as its communication com-
ponent, an asynchronous server/client framework based on TCP/IP pro-
tocol stack. The TCP/IP protocol stack has inherent performance flaws
due to frequent memory copying and context switching. The Netty com-
ponent not only limits the performance of the Storm but also increases
the CPU load in the IPoIB (IP over InfiniBand) communication mode.
In this paper, we introduce two new implementations for Apache Storm
communication components with the help of RDMA technology. The
performance evaluation on Mellanox QDR Cards (40 Gbps) shows that
our implementations can achieve speedup up to 5x compared with IPoIB
and 10x with 1 Gigabit Ethernet. Our implementations also significantly
reduce the CPU load and increase the throughput of the system.

Keywords: Apache Storm, RDMA, InfiniBand, Stream-processing frame-
work, Cloud computing, Communication optimization

1 Introduction

With the increase of Internet users and the development of hardware equip-
ment, processing massive amounts of data in real-time has posed a great chal-
lenge to system design. Real-time stream processing frameworks such as Apache
Storm [1], Apache Spark [2], and Apache Flink [3] have attracted more atten-
tion than batch processing frameworks such as Apache Hadoop [4]. Streaming
systems must handle high-speed data streams under strict delay constraints. To
process massive data streams, modern stream processing frameworks distribute
processing over numbers of computing nodes in a cluster. These systems sac-
rifice single-node performance for the scalability of large clusters and rely on
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for platform independence. Although the JVM
⋆ The work is supported by the National Key Research and Development Program of
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provides a high-level abstraction from the underlying hardware, the processing
overhead caused by its data (deserialization) serialization, the dispersion of ob-
jects in memory, garbage collection, and frequent context switching caused by
inter-process communication reduce the efficiency of data access provided by the
computing framework [5, 6]. Therefore, the overall performance of the scalable
computing framework built on the JVM is severely limited in terms of through-
put and latency.

In general, the most advanced systems focus on optimizing throughput and
latency for high-speed data streams. The data stream model is implemented
by utilizing a scalable system architecture based on message passing mecha-
nism [7–9]. From the perspective of the development of modern hardware, the
potential performance bottleneck of the scalable streaming computing system
is that it cannot fully utilize current and emerging hardware trends, such as
multi-core processors and high-speed networks [5]. Due to frequent cross-node
communication, the Internet has an important impact on the performance of
modern distributed data processing systems. Restricted by the traditional com-
munication protocol, the current streaming computing system cannot fully utilize
the 40Gbps network [6]. In addition, the huge load caused by the transmission
pipeline based on the data flow model severely limits the computing performance
of the CPU [10]. Optimize the execution strategy to solve the problem of un-
balanced CPU load in the computing system, such as reducing the size of the
partition or simply adding more cores to each network connection can only ob-
tain sub-optimal performance [11].

InfiniBand is an industry-standard switched fabric that is designed for high-
speed, general-purpose I/O interconnects nodes in clusters [12]. One of the main
features of InfiniBand is Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), which allows
software to remotely read or update memory contents of another remote pro-
cess without involving either one’s operating system [13]. A direct way to run
Apache Storm over InfiniBand is to use the IP over InfiniBand (IPoIB). IPoIB
wraps Infiniband devices into regular IP based Ethernet cards, making appli-
cations transparently migrated into InfiniBand based device provides a useful
feature, that is, using InfiniBand devices easily by IP address is like using Eth-
ernet devices. Cross-node data transmission is realized based on event-driven
asynchronous I/O library. Although the asynchronous method can effectively
reduce the waiting time during the transmission process, the overhead of con-
text switching cannot be ignored. On the other hand, due to the inherent defects
of the TCP/IP protocol stack, the system kernel will copy data buffer multiple
times during the message sending and receiving process [11], consuming a lot
of CPU resources. As the amount of data and the complexity of the calculation
topology increase, the IPoIB mode exacerbates the above problems.

In this paper, we experiment on the cluster of high-performance intercon-
nected hardware devices and prove that the inherent defects of the TCP/IP
protocol stack used in the communication component are the main reason for
the excessive CPU load. Secondly, We use InfiniBand’s remote direct Memory
access (RDMA) technology to redesign the data transmission pipeline of Apache
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Storm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we examine the

overall process of Apache Storm inter-worker communication and the overhead
introduced by Netty communication component and its underlying TCP/IP pro-
tocol stack. Section 3 presents our optimization on Storm’s messaging layer and
explains how we design and implement the RDMA-based Storm in detail. Sec-
tion 4 demonstrates the evaluation result of our newly designed Storm. Finally,
Section 5 gives our conclusion.

Fig. 1. Computational topology and logical structure

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Parallel processing of data streams

Parallelism is key to the fast streaming of Storm. Storm handles user-defined
computational topology in parallel by creating a large number of Spouts and
Bolts as shown in Fig. 1. Spouts get the data stream from the data source,
convert the data stream into the smallest data structure tuple, then send them to
one or more Bolts. Next, Bolts process the tuple, and then send tuple to the next
Bolt or database according to the topology user have specified. By instantiating
multiple Spouts and Bolts, the process can be executed in parallel [1]. Fig. 1
shows that a node in the cluster runs multiple Worker processes according to the
user’s definition and the Worker handles user-defined computational topology.
It processes tuples by executing Executor and Executor handles or emits tuples
by instantiating Spout or Bolt.

2.2 Message processing structure

Apache Storm applies a distributed producer-consumer pattern and a buffer
mechanism to handle data transmission among operators (Spout and Bolt) as
shown in Fig. 2. Since different operators are distributed on different nodes in the
cluster, the partitioning method requires frequent inter-process communication.
A complete communication process is as follows:
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1. Each Worker process has a receiver thread (listening to the specified port).
When new message arrives, the receiver thread puts the tuple from the
network layer into its buffer. When the amount of tuple reaches a certain
threshold, the receiver thread sends tuple to the corresponding (one or more)
Executors’ incoming-queues specified by the task number in the tuples.

2. Each Worker process contains multiple Executors, which are the actual com-
ponents that process the data. The Executor contains a worker thread with
an incoming queue and a sender thread with an outgoing queue. The mes-
sages emit by receiver thread gets processed in the worker thread, and then
put into the outgoing queue ready to be sent.

3. When the tuples in the outgoing queue of the Executor reaches a certain
threshold, the sending thread of the executor will get the tuples in the out-
going queue in batches and send them to the transfer queue of the Worker
process, which will be sent to the network by the sending thread then.

Fig. 2. Communication inside and outside worker processes

2.3 InfiniBand and RDMA

The streaming system on modern hardware must effectively use three key hard-
ware resources to achieve high resource utilization: CPU, main memory, and
network [14, 15]. However, Trivedi [6] and Steffen [5] prove that the large load
caused by the data transmission pipeline has become the bottleneck of the CPU,
and the streaming computing system cannot currently fully utilize the high-
performance interconnect. The development of network hardware technology
makes the network communication speed may exceed the memory bandwidth
in the future. The commonly used Ethernet technology provides 1, 10, 40, or
100 Gbit bandwidth [5]. InfiniBand, an industry-standard switched fabric that
is designed for High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster interconnection, on
the other side, provides bandwidth comparable or even faster than the main
memory and its main feature, Remote Direct Memory Acess (RDMA) allows
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software to read or update the remote memory contents without any CPU in-
volvement [12]. This important trend will lead to drastic changes in streaming
system design. In particular, the traditional idea of network layer and kernel-
user boundary data encapsulation is inconsistent with the future development
trend of network technology. Therefore, the speed of using high-performance in-
terconnection networks to transfer data between nodes is greater than or equal
to the speed of memory access will bring new challenges to the design of future
streaming computing systems [16]. Our work presents a possible solution to the
above problem.

Fig. 3. Netty’s NIO communication model

2.4 Analysis

The Storm communication module is implemented by Netty framework cur-
rently. Based on NIO (non-blocking IO), Netty uses Reactor as its multiplexing
model. During a communication, the server uses a thread pool to receive client
connections concurrently as shown in Fig. 3. When the TCP connection gets
accepted, the server registers the newly created Socket-Channel (an abstraction
of network operations, including basic I/O operations) to a thread in the I/O
thread pool. In order to handle service requests delivered to a service handler
by one or more inputs concurrently, Netty uses the Reactor multiplexing model
as shown in Fig. 3. The Listen-EventLoopGroup (bossGroup) is responsible for
listening sockets. When new clients arrive, it allocates corresponding Channels
and routes them to the associated request handlers.

A straightforward way to run existing applications on InfiniBand is to use
IP over InfiniBand (IPoIB). However the existing TCP/IP stack will cause fre-
quent context switching, which consumes lots of CPU resources as throughput
gets bigger. A typical stream processing application involves bunches of data
transfer between workers, and the problem grows worse with higher parallelism
or smaller message size. The excessive use of CPU could also result in a through-
put decrease since workers have to wait for the context switching to finish. To
sum up, stream processing applications like Apache Storm cannot fully utilize
InfiniBand and its communication modules need targeted optimization.
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3 Design

3.1 Messaging Transport Layer and Basic Model

The message component of the Storm source code defines several interfaces to
describe the communication needs between workers. Based on these, we wrote
our own components to support RDMA communication. The relevant interfaces
are indicated in Fig. 4.

– TransportFactory: Used to create the communication context, which is used
by WorkerState in the Worker process.

– Context: Used to provide actual context for server and client communication
component for different hardware devices (Ethernet or InfiniBand) according
to different configuration parameters.

– Connection Callbacks: Receive messages asynchronously and notify the re-
ceiver thread for subsequent processing

The communication is one-way for workers, that is, the clients actively connect
to the server and send their message. The server is required to implement regis-
terRecv() call, and call when new messages arrive, and the client is required to
implement send() call.

Fig. 4. Communication module components of Storm

3.2 JXIO-based implementation

JXIO is a high-performance asynchronous reliable messaging library optimized
for hardware acceleration. Fig. 6 shows the communication timing logic based on
JXIO. Fig. 5 shows the main classes involved and their respective functionalities
are as follows:

– The Server class is responsible for Initializing parameters, binding IP ad-
dresses, setting listening ports, registering memory pools, and initializing
event handling queues to handle client connections and IO events.
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– ServerPortal is for listening to incoming connections. It can accept/reject
or forward the new session request to another portal. Two event handlers
for ServerPortal are required to implement, namely onSessionNew for a new
session arrival notification and onSessionEvent for events like CLOSED.

– ServerSession is for receiving Message from client and sends responses. Ser-
verSession handles three events on his lifetime, namely onRequest for re-
quests from the client, onSessionEvent for several types of session events,
and onMsgError when error occurs.

Fig. 5. Basic model for JXIO-Based RDMA communication

3.3 DiSNI-based implementation

DiSNI (former known as jVerbs [17]) is a Java library for direct storage and
networking access from userspace. The DiSNI-based component consists of two
parts: the Server and the Client. Fig. 6 shows the communication timing logic
based on DiSNI. On the Server side, we implemented our own Endpoint by inher-
iting RdmaEndpoint class and overriding init() and dispatchCqEvent() call. Since
calls to serverEndpoint.accept() are blocked, a separate thread (ServerMain) for
server logic is necessary. Once connection established, the init() method will
set up several recv Verbs call, whose number is configured by recvCallInitial-
ized. Once messages arrive, dispatchCqEvent() will be called, and the normal
TaskMessages are passed to upper layer by calling IConnectionCallback regis-
tered by registerRecv() call. On the Client side, Client.Endpoint is responsible
for client logic. Once send() is issued by upper layer, messages are put into the
task message queue, waiting for client thread to take.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

We use 8 Sugon nodes with dual Intel Xeon E5-2660 processors and 128GB RAM
each for our evaluation cluster setup. Each node runs CentOS Linux release
7.3.161, and are connected with both 1GigE and Mellanox 40G QDR InfiniBand
via an Ethernet and an InfiniBand switch, respectively. We use our modified
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Storm based on v2.0.0 and Zookeeper-3.4.5 in our experiments. The Zookeeper
is deployed on all 8 nodes of the cluster, so that the Storm nimbus and supervisor
daemon can share the state information at a minimal cost. The Storm nimbus
daemon is deployed on node1 and Storm supervisor daemon is deployed on the
remaining 7 nodes.

To find the best buffer size of Storm performance, we run Storm on 4 nodes
at first, adjusting the message size by setting configuration parameter topol-
ogy.transfer.buffer.size, and determine the best size with the minimal processing
delay and CPU load. Then, we use the transferred tuple per second to bench-
mark the performance of Storm under the best buffer size tested. The topology
we use is designed to maximize inter-worker communication, therefore broadcast
grouping is used. We use 4 worker processes per node for all the tests mentioned.

Fig. 6. RDMA Communication Diagram (left: JXIO, right: DiSNI)
Each of the horizontal timelines corresponds to a representative object with its name

given above. The rectangle marks significant events that happened during the
process.

4.2 The effect of message size on performance

We run Storm on 4 nodes, and 4 Worker processes per node, a total of 16
processes running on the cluster. Each Worker process contains 5 Executors,
and each Executor chooses to be a Spout or a Bolt. We conclude our experiment
in two aspects according to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8:

– The increase in send buffer size will result in an increase in processing delay,
which has the most significant impact on TCP and has less impact on RDMA
implementations. Both RDMA and IPoIB achieve significant improvements
over TCP. Compared with TCP, RDMA can achieve an acceleration ratio of
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around 10, and compared with IPoIB, RDMA can achieve an acceleration
ratio of around 5. The DiSNI version of Storm has a slightly lower processing
latency than the JXIO version.

– The send buffer size will also affect the CPU load. Because IPoIB takes
advantage of the hardware, it can process more packets than TCP at the
same time. However, this exacerbates the shortcomings of TCP/IP protocol
stack, that is, frequent context switching and memory copying, which will
increase the CPU load. RDMA significantly reduces CPU load compared to
IPoIB because there is no need to interrupt the operating system for memory
copying.

Fig. 7. Experimental result of Execute latency

Fig. 8. Experimental result of CPU load

4.3 The impact of distributed scale on performance

We test the scalability of RDMA based Apache Storm, testing on 2, 4, 6, and
8 nodes, respectively. The result we measure is the total number of tuples in
a certain length of time. This data is used to represent the network’s total
throughput.

As shown in Fig. 9, when the number of nodes in the cluster is 2 and the total
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number of working processes is 8, the number of connections between processes is
8*8. At this time, the throughput of systems based on RDMA (DiSNI), RDMA
(JXIO), IPoIB, and TCP are 894 Tuples/s, 660 Tuples/s, 316 Tuples/s, and
444 Tuples/s. When the cluster size increased to 8 nodes and the number of
processes increased to 32, the throughput rates of the three modes are 3482
Tuples/s, 3138 Tuples/s, 1900 Tuples/s and 1058 Tuples/s. After the scale is
expanded by 4 times, the system throughput based on RDMA, IPoIB, and TCP
modes has increased by 4 times, 6 times, and 2 times respectively.

Fig. 9. Experimental result of Transferred Tuples

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we reconstruct the communication module of the streaming pro-
cessing framework Storm with two different RDMA-based Java interfaces, JXIO
and DiSNI, respectively. The experimental results show that the optimized
Storm achieves significant performance improvement. When complex stream
topologies are specified, the frequent memory copying of the TCP/IP proto-
col stack causes the CPU to perform context switching frequently, which will
increase the CPU load. The accelerated transmission of IPoIB’s underlying hard-
ware exacerbates the above consequences. The experiment shows that the op-
timized Storm can effectively use RDMA technology to reduce CPU utilization
significantly. When the message buffer size increases, the RDMA version of the
Storm shows good acceleration characteristics. It can significantly reduce the
processing delay and Bolt can process and send more Tuples. The throughput
of the topology network increases linearly when the cluster size increases. Ex-
perimental results show that the scalability of the optimized Storm is improved
compared to the TCP version.

6 Related Work

The work is inspired by Seokwoo Yang’s [11], which implements JXIO accelera-
tion on an earlier version of Storm. Our work differs from Yang’s in two ways:
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First, we have implemented JXIO acceleration in the current version of Storm,
and lots of interfaces have to be reconsidered since the messaging interface has
been changing a lot. Second, JXIO is based on a high-level, request-response
based communication paradigm, which limits the possibility for further opti-
mizations. The native Verbs call and SVC design in DiSNI [17] are brought to
address and solve such problems, and we have achieved lower CPU load and
latency with the help of the direct JNI interface the DiSNI have provided.
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